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This range will show off your 
jewellery with elegance, stylish in 
design with a modern look as the 
city the collection is named after. 
This collection can be made up 
using many different coloured 
materials.
You can choose from our extensive 
range of fabric and material to 
obtain the packaging finish you 
require, the outside packer or box 
can be made up in different styles 
to suit your taste, just refer to the 
outside box design sheet for further 
detail.
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Quality jewellery deserves quality 
packaging, HIPC can help you 
complete the presentation in style.
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* R10 LARGE NECKLACE CASE
WITH TWO ADJUSTABLE STRAPS
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STYLE & ELEGANCE

* R01 SINGLE RING CASE
         INSERT SOFT ROLL

* R03 STUD EARRING CASE

* R02 SINGLE RING CASE
                     WITH TIN TO HOLD RING

Options on outer box/packer designs are 
detailed on the outer box style informa-
tion sheet.

Please refer to enclosed interior insert design sheet for 
information relating to case size & insert types 
available.
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* R04 PENDANT CASE

* R06 BAR CUFFLINK CASE

* R05 FLAP EARRING CASE



* R07 DOUBLE RING CASE

* R08 BRACELET CASE

* R09 BANGLE CASE
                           WITH RAISED CENTRE

Your own trade mark or logo can 
be hot foil printed on both the 
inside & outside lid of presenta-
tion case.
Embossing is available on 
exterior on certain covering 
materials. Please refer to the 
information sheet.

Tooling can be applied if required, just refer to the enclosed 
tooling reference sheet for design options.
Tooling can be applied in gold or silver, other colours are 
available.
Please refer to the print colour swatch board information sheet.
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